
Pima CC vs. Arizona 
October 12, 2008 

 
Pima  000 000   0 3 2 
Arizona 400 004   8 9 1 

 
Pima 1st 
VALLES struck out swinging; MARSHALL grounded out to SS; HALL flied out to RF. 
 
Arizona 1st 
LASTRAPES walked; SCHUTZLER struck out swinging; KORIA singled through the 
left side, LASTRAPES advanced to second; KEMP pinch ran for KORIA; LELES 
walked, KEMP advanced to second, LASTRAPES advanced to third; BANISTER 
homered to left center, 4 RBI, grand slam; ROTH popped out to 2B; ARREDONDO 
grounded out to 2B. 
4 runs, 2 hits 
 
Pima 2nd 
STENSBY flied out to left; BROSSART reached on a throwing error by 2B; BRAVO 
pinch ran for BROSSART; SLAMA struck out swinging; TRUJILLO grounded out 1B to 
2B. 
 
Arizona 2nd 
ARRIOLA grounded out to 3B; MALINA grounded out to SS; LASTRAPES lined out to 
LF. 
 
Pima 3rd 
MARQUEZ struck out swinging; ROSALES struck out swinging; VALLES popped out 
to SS. 
 
Arizona 3rd 
SCHUTZLER singled to SS; KORIA reached on a fielder’s choice, SCHUTZLER out at 
second 3B to 2B; KEMP pinch ran for KORIA; LELES reached on a fielder’s choice, 
KEMP out at second 3B to 2B; BANISTER grounded out to SS. 
 
Pima 4th 
MARSHALL struck out swinging, C to 1B; HALL walked; STENSBY grounded into a 
double play SS to 1B, HALL out on the play. 
 
Arizona 4th 
ROTH walked; BUCHANAN pinch ran for ROTH; BUCHANAN stole second; 
ARREDONDO lined out to SS; BUCHANAN picked off at second C to 2B; ARRIOLA 
struck out looking;  
 
Pima 5th 



BRAVO singled down the right field line; BROSSART singled up the middle, BRAVO 
advanced to second; VALLES pinch ran for BROSSART; SLAMA grounded out 3B to 
2B, BROSSART advanced to second, BRAVO advanced to third; TRUJILLO popped 
out to 1B; MARQUEZ grounded out to 2B. 
 
Arizona 5th 
MALINA grounded out to 3B; LASTRAPES singled into right; SCHUTZLER singled to 
P, bunt, LASTRAPES advanced to second; KORIA popped out to 2B; LELES popped 
out to 3B. 
 
Pima 6th 
ROSALES doubled down the left field line; NUNEZ lined out to CF; VALLES struck 
out swinging; MEMALE struck out looking. 
 
Arizona 6th 
BANISTER singled through the right side; KEMP pinch ran for BANISTER; ROTH 
reached on an error by SS, KEMP advanced to second; ARREDONDO singled to center, 
RBI, ROTH advanced to second, KEMP scored; ARRIOLA popped out to 2B; 
GONZALEZ reached on an error by SS, ARREDONDO advanced to second, ROTH 
advanced to third; LASTRAPES singled to left, RBI, GONZALEZ advanced to second, 
ARREDONDO advanced to third, ROTH scored, unearned; SCHUTZLER grounded out 
to 2B, RBI, LASTRAPES advanced to second, GONZALEZ advanced to third, 
ARREDONDO scored; KORIA doubled to right center, RBI, LASTRAPES scored. 
4 runs, 2 unearned, 4 hits 


